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I really should be writins.all
day; Many novels and so forth
to be
Burhere needJto be a way ,r;;ir#;"#back

fflf,

for this

Our duds on the internet

r,*";;;;;;:;ffi

r

;.":1'.r;ff

ft,;ffi t"[x,_1t:j:i,"ii;.

test or whaleyer.puffing
up stickers"'",ffi
or otheli"iirirv
--- -!r.' rrr iilr,
.r,,
lnl'no-*te than make a difference.
l1g:.r

,'#:":flT*:l::li:S'J1.f^

o*s

more ro

put up in this town. Unrike
in rrerand

aritain also yoi'ffi ;:: ;I1q-1-" lt*- is actuallv a resistance here.In
resistance'Here we have quite
people with b"r."}"
a few

-"'rla

he and peopre rike hirn don,t
#il*"":X*,fffiil';l:'t9':.Td
e
not
willing to put their personal
"

iaiosyncracies a;l'd;.

"'

ifrlidj$E-Tfr *jp$l,ilix#ii:;:#"1iti;x,'it:;,,,
herd cats and rom etcwon'r
ffi:ffiTi,H:[:;::fl','f'tryingtotel1',.gankv
over mv refusal to be
"politically practicat,. ura .:l:: q91

I:T1,il:#i;;;l#lo'X,:1,"#.:*?I[::,"ffi:";a,era.Heusedro

;i,i.#[3it;:iy:.TTXJXTT?;:Tj*._:1?i[t"f.f,"*.".
I have studied the modern Greekg
as much as I could and
have been
'rlrt.

n c"""r
;iliffJH:f
i ff,lir-:' [I11r'.""r'
months a go""rer",irri'"fr
had
"
a
brother
who looked
nordic
in

r,r*ilriui"rJJr,'E'

#."il't##,Tlj"LrImrle

to Greek popuration in Syria.rhe

*u*ti*fi**1i}ltn*r*:ffi::
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get to know her better. I have
totse
it has Wifi,saving much expense_.fne this ."rt riuoi fr" _y internet as
rrerct in t'liilioiln are not ctattv
and some of the coldness has rubbed
of oo rn". i;."pi.aon,, want to
tatk and the aggressive r"ggu". oo";tir"if
,h"

;;r:".1i;.osphere.

Iff#'ilffHflttrnian.disease

is one of the most interesting things

Blumenbach? who co-nflated Ary_ans
with hither Asiatics (onty
Gunrher uses this rerm as far a;r
c;n
e
tlre confusing term ofCaucasian. -e 6r!4. aisservice and
:Te.ate!
r nts srngle error has been responsible
for much race mixing.

;;jffi;.raffi

In Russia etc Caucasian means nonwhite
,always.
The FN and others when they
criticise the Turks for EU membership
only mention rhe Armenian genocide
. E;;;
p";ies are fuil of
PC memes.
Greeks and Bulgarian massacred
are not mentioned.

;;;;

Maybe by American standards. someone
like --! singer
v'u6r' Cher
Lr
is White ,
but by rigorous standards she is oriental --- the
.
France took in a lot ofthese Arm"oiuo.
una has damned its blood.
A good idea would be to rewrite the
commie song rthe internationale r
for a WN international ^
\Ye see just these scattered hobbyist
groups.
The NSM recently seems to havehad-some
trouble. I just heard a brief
account on the Von Bluvens showVon Bh";;;;;, i;is a ctristian
and teft the NSM because rhe .hri,_r;,.
ir,l"ror.
Typical hobbyism. Bilt Whirc

;ii;irr"
oi,.ortr,i.-e;o',pffi #ffi:H#11lXl1l.Jrjff
half creek

and hatf German. h"" G"*k
""1?l;r"*
German morher is wirh a Jew. r.uremnorigbe;;;;ffi;. r,".
and their
money.
W1.see. E1r-oqeans retreating
into shyness with all strangers as
a
method of defence, So that e-vr
warmness rhat o."
;;Jil,: yl[:fiil"j1,T;';:ff:#",1H,X,*.

il'il.L"r-#riTr,

*;;d
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To succeed White Nationalism needs to surround itself
with a new
White imperialism. Those nonwhites who Aefect from
it eir groups
interests need to find this strategy encouraged fo"
tn".. ifri. is how to
play the game scientificallv.
The Jews have their RANb corporation. Von Neumann
advocated the
bombing of Russia from this organisation
We just have a few minds and iisuflicient numbers
of followers.
It was in my final year ofstudy that I start"a,ruHng upio
the number
of Jews in science and the dutah in the same
big poster of a
Jewess on the wa . This Dutch was antisemitic
fut ales not reply to
my emails today .
Typical hypocrite defensive strategy followed by millions
of
continentals .
Use of nonwhites in a role that_mirrors Whites
in the Zog is a way to
do effective politics without selling out. tndeed the ilius;'n
that
trimming-was something to do with strategr was stricAv
ior tfre
suckers all along and the BNp has droppei-the mask
aiJcome out
with naked Zionism.
The Pavlovian conditioning of Whites is something that
can,t be
ove.rcomg easily but they are quick enough to hate-nonwhites
when the
system gives them some other label to disguise whats
up. They are
quick to hate Ahmadinejad on que etc.

"ffi;il;;

I

reading an interesting attack on Christianity by an American
D.
Murdock who calls herself Acharya
-was.

The word soot could be derived from Set the egyptian god
and god of
Hyskos.
Also Iao the Egrptian god could be the proto yahweh.
Atthough otherc
say he is of Syrian Ugaritic origin.

"Aslkena3i {ewish people (descended from Eastern European Jewish
people and also
including most European anA American Jlwish
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people) have a prevalence of 1 case per 73,000 population, with a gene
frequency of l:135.
Sephardic Jewish people (descended from Jewish people who were
expelled from Spain, largely to North Africa, and also including other
Middle Eastern Jewish populations) have a prevalence of I casi per
250-1000 population, with a gene frequency of l:8-16.

Armenian persons (based on epidemiology among Armenian
populations in Lebanon and Southern California) have an estimated
prevalence of I case per 500 population and a gene frequency of l:7.

Turkish people (from one study) may have a prevalence of
approximately I ease per 1000 poputation.
Arabic people (from one study) may have a prevalence of I case per
2600 population in children and a gene frequency of l:50.
"
"These genes cause familial Mediterranean fever, a recessive trait
which is easily treated once correctly diagnosed. Interestingly enough,
both varieties are found in Jewish populations, although in differeni
groups. AIso, itrs probably important to note that the Turks in
question are the citizens ofthe Republic of Turkey, and not the Turks
of Central Asia.)
Some reports say the Hittites had yellow mongoloid members . Were

mongoloids able to penetrate this far thousands of years ago ?Central
asia was Aryan then .

Gunther points out the relation ofthe Hither Asiatic to the Dinaric so
perhaps originally the Caucasus region was White and somehow went
sour .
Only detailed skeletal and dna statistics from all oyer cart explain the
genesis ofthe various racial groups properly . Otherwise we remain in
speculation.
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Kemp thinks Sumer etc were White and we overwhelmed by Semites
fom the south. But if people like the Armenians and Asyrrians were
much then as today, as suggested by th genetic etc evidence ,then one
wonders if this is true,
The Turks are always hunting for White DNA. They killed offthe
mixed race offspring with Black slaves.
They bring Circassians and Albanians by the million to their
country.Are the Circassians White ?They seem so but I have not
studied them in detail . They arenrt very Western anyway.

Studying the literature , Iike the epic of Gilgamesh shows that the
middle east was perhaps much Whiter in the past . The religions seem
Whiter also. Alot of Yahweh came from sumerian Enki but
transformed by a different racial mentality. Even today we see the
Arabs in parts of Syria much Whiter than the Arabs in Maghreb, the
excrement France is full of.

It would be interesting to see a time lapse computer animation of
history with the rise ofcivilisations and their collapse due to race
mixing laid out . Kemps book is ambitious and someone else will build
on the idea and give a racial explanation of history in detail, but more
genetic archeology is needed.

The nonwhites suffer from the wages ofevil . Unable to cooperate as
the Whites do they cannot build or inyent as fast , But let lose in a
White society, these oriental genes run riot if they can disguise
themselves.
The Jew is the result of the game theory of the situation. The only
solution to which for us is to wipe them out or separate by a long
distance.The Vikings and the Romans knew how to kill , modern
Whites after two thousand years ofJesus only know cowardly bigoted
killing and the one way to get them to kill a nonwhite is to get the
nonwhite to say something nice about them (Iran).
White dna and practices will burn up unless isolated.
We see this in the oriental behaviour of "Westernt' Whites. The
women act like jewish whores. The contrast with Eastern European
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women on their home turf is marked.

I wonder were the Sumerians Med type Whites caught in a genetic
pincer movement of semites from the south and hither asiatics from the
north? The Armenian disease show that there is a distinct racial
genesis coming from those caucasian mountains and anatolia. The
question is whether the Armenoid type is a triracial mixture or a
distinct secondary genesis after such a mixture or something specific of
itself as a negro or chinese is of itself. Can we talk another primary
human species ?I tend more and more to think so although it might
have started out as a mixture it soon took off and became distinct.Also
how did the mongoloids get there so long ago? The alleged yellowness
of the Hittites suggests that indeed they did.

In Phoenician/Canaanite myths preserved at Ugarit (13th century
BCE) Baal-Hadad fights his brother Yam/Nahar (Sea/River) for
dominion ofthe earth, and Yam is called dotingly, by his father,
BuIl-El, my son _YAW_ ! For me, from my Secular Humanist

viewpoint, Yahweh of the Bible and his struggle against Baal (Baal
Hadad) is nothing more than the continuation oflate Bronze Age (ca.
1560-1200 BCE) myths of Yaw (Yahweh ?) vs. Baal for supremeacy of
the earth in lron Age times (ca. 1200-587 BCE)."
Others say Egyptian IAO but I have not looked properly into this .
Best thing for research is if all the books were scanned and put online
There should be people working full time doing this and robot
scanning machines invented to speed it up but academics are too
interested in seeming busy than being so.

I noticed that the Yiddish version ofthe song from fiddler on a roof
says "When I will be a Rothschild" not "When I will be a rich man".
Certainly changes the sense.
The Rothschilds own some of the best wine land here.
The BNP are simply being used by the ZOG like the South American
fascists were and the South Africans were.
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Every article on their website carries them further from us
ideologically.

There are only a handful of serious minds about . AIex Linder has a
good brain as has Carlos Porter.

I think women look bad in the pants and:hould go back to the chitons
.In a hot country like here it makes sense.
jesus freaks might not like it and the last vestiges of christianity need to
be swept away; The oriental prudery of Christianity drives people to
the oriental excesses in the opposite direction.
A CI chap objected to my image "White Nationalists kick Yahweh in
the nuts".This image something that we ean possibly use in our
totalitarian countries as it does not directly mention race .I am not
interested in orientophile hobbyists who have no real faith in their god
anyway and would not walk over minelields for him.
Yes Eric Rudolf was CI .CI is one of these "only in America'r
phenemenon.

Christianity was sold to the ancients as being platonism for the masses;
What is has in comon with platonism are only the worst aspects , the
most oriental aspects, the life after death stuff.
The new paganism which nobody has managed to bring into being yet
as it is beset with fornicators and hobbyists, will stress honour and the
immortality of the reputation not the soul.

very much higher since my eastern trip . Its clear that
there is hope . Indeed I could lead a normal life with nothing but
Whites about if I could move there.
Covington can't get his recruits. He should try Russia .The only way
he will get his numbers is by recruiting desperate Whites who want to
move to America!

My morale

is

I did not know that Duke had been deported from Ukraine.
The roads in Russia and Belorussia were very good considering . The
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public toilets filthy .The frctories in need of modernisation and
polluting . But the cultural level is the most significant thing.
Women can hitchhike there in safety.
One thing I noticed was the casinos everywhere. The poor engage in
crazy gambling and drinking. When I rose at 7 in the morning I looked
out the window and the group of old men from the appartment block
next door were already out drinking vodka.
Food in Russia was similar to the rest of the continent and much
better than Britain. I was a,mazed to find such things as frozen berries
for sale in the local supermarket ; but then they have thousands of
acres of forests .
I found the women affectionate and trustworthy and this can no longer
generally be said for the women here . The Russian women are
actually feminin. France is more like a big communal marriage than a

country.
Yes the SU was exagerrated as a military threat l guess they pay more
attention to the missiles . The Russian tanks are 20 tons lighter than
the Nato ones and almost as good ifthe lack ofnight vision defect ,that
was seen with the Iraqi ones,is fixed.One of my brightest friends from
college went to work in silicon valley and its people like him who keep
America powerful . This imperial brain drain effect is something that
needs turning off.
Russia dosen't have the same access to raw materials that America has
with its fleet and the entire world to exploit
Russia is poor and where I was anyway they looked pure.
Duke had not residence arranged properly. Perhaps if he had and was
in Belorussia not post-orange reyolution Ukraine then he would have a
had a better chance to stay. Jurgen Grafhas a Belorussian wife and is
still there .
Israel Shamir dosen't believe in the Khazer theory. I don't trust these
antizionist jews much either .
This theory feeds the CI freaks.
When we fully understand Dna and how each gene functions and how
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every detail of racial behaviour is controlled by genes or sets ofgenes
then we will be on the way to working out these mysteries. Science just
can't be done today .
Shamir himself loola like something straight from north africa
although he comes from Russia and is an expert on eastem Europe .
He is a fan of Lenin and Stalin .
He dosen't look Khazer so it isn't surprising he dosenrt go for it ,

There are questions about how quickly races can form and
differentiate and mutations can spread, grow or be lost.
Much research needs doing ,
There are many things about racial genesis that we may never know,
just as the ancient Whites cultures build with timber just vanished
without trace .

"Familial Mediterranean fever (FMF) is an autosomal recessive

disease characterised by recurrent attacks of inflammation of serosal
membranes. Amyloidosis leading to renal failure is the most severe
complication in untreated patients. In Israel FMF is most frequent
among Jews of North African origin. Recently the causative gene
(MEFV) has been found and the common mutations characterised.

The aim of this study was to investigate the carrier rates ofthe
common MEFV mutations among 400 healthy members of four
different ethnic groups (100 in each group) in Israel, and to compare
the distribution of the different mutations between FMF carriers and
patients. We found a high frequency of carriers among Jews from the
various ethnic groups. In North African Jews it was 227o, in Iraqi
Jews 397o, in Ashkenazi Jews 217o, and in Iranian Jews 67o. The
distribution of the four most common MEFV mutations among healthy
individuals (M694V 29o ,V726A160 ,Nl680l2oh and E148Q 53%)
was significantly different (P < 0.003) from that found in patients
(M694Y 84.4Vo,Y726A9.0o , M6801 0% and E148Q 6.6%). Six
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healthy asymptomatic individuals were found to carry mutations in
both alleles: two homorygotes for E148Q and four compound
heterozygotes El48Q/other. These results demonstrate a very high
carrier rate among all Jewish ethnic groups. They confirm that
mutation El48Q is associated with a milder phenotype, which explains
the lower prevalence of FMF among the Ashkenazi and Iraqi Jews.
This study raises the question ofthe need for molecular screening for
M694V homozygotes in the Israeli North African Jewish community.'r

This shows clearly that Armenians are not White even if they pass for
White by Americas low standards,
Everyone I met in Russia knew that the yids were bad news .
Actually plenty of people in Ireland who donrt have a clue still.

An Icelandic woman said I could go stay with her in Berlin

.

I'These results are grossly inconsistent with the notion that the
Ashkenazim are descended, to any signilicant degree, from the
Khazars or some Slavic group. Such claims have often rested on the
large numbers of Ashkenazim, relative to the small numbers of
German Jews a thousand years ago. However, the genetic evidence
supports the notion that the Ashkenazim are descended from a small
ancestral population. The effective size of this population has been
estimated by Risch et al. (1995) to have been as small as several
thousand people about 5fi) years ago (see Drifting Genes Divulge
History. There are some claims for some signilicant German ancestry,
but these seem to hinge on adaptive characteristics (blood groups and
skin coloring) rather than neutral characteristics. Relying on adaptive
characteristics would exaggerate the actual degree of kinship. As a
general rule, the more recent papens concentrate on neutral genes. The
older ones tend to rely on adaptive characteristics. Finally, it's worth
noting that the Y-chromosome work by Ritte et al. (1993) suggests that
the Jewish community most closely related to the Ashkenazim are the
Jews of Yemen (in terms of patrilineal lineage), which is hard to
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reconcile with a significant European or Central Asian contribution to
the Ashkenazic gene pool. A similar analysis of mitochondrial DNA by
Ritte et al. places the Moroccan and Ashkenazic communities together,
reflecting a slight difference in matrilineal and patrilineal kinship in
the sample groups, but leading to the same conclusion. rr

"We have examined data on six elosely linked microsatellite loci on
chromosome 9q34 from 59 Ashkenazi Jewish families with idiopathic
torsion dystonia (ITD). Our data show that the vast majority (> 907o)
of early-onset ITD cases in the Ashkenazi population are due to a
single founder mutation, which we estimate first appeared
approximately 350 years ago. We also show that carriers preferentially
originate from the northern part of the historic Jewish Pale of
settlement (Lithuania and Byelorussia). The recent origin of this
dominant mutation and its current high frequency (between 1/6,000
and 1/2,000) suggest that the Ashkenazi population descends from a
limited group offounders, and emphasize the importance of genetic
drift in determining disease allele frequencies in this population."
(Taken from the abstract by I. Vaisman.)
comparison with data available from other relevant populations
in the region, Jews were found to be more closely related to groups in
the north of the Fertile Crescent (Kurds, Turks, and Armenians) than
to their Arab neighbors." - from the abstract to Nebel et al,, "The Y
Chromosome Pool of Jews as Part ofthe Genetic Landscape ofthe
Middle Eastr in Am J Hum Gen.

""In

"Surprisingly, the study shows a closer genetic aflinity by Jews to the
nonJewish, non-Arab populations in the northern part of the Middle
East than to Arabs." - from the article "Genetic evidence links Jews to
their ancient tribe" by Siegel in the Jerusalem Post.
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I would like to add to my remarLs concerning the latest Jewish DNA
study ["The Y Chromosome Pool of Jews as Part of the Genetic
Landscape of the Middle East" by Almut Nebel, Ariella Oppenheim, et
al,, The American Journal of Human Genetics 69:5 (November 2001):
109s-rrr2l.
First, it says that Jews are most related to Kurds and secondarily to
other northern Mediterranean groups, then to Arabs and Europeans.
Second, this study correlates nicely with the finding that the Cohen
Modal Haplotype (CMH) is found not only among Sephardic Jews and
Ashkenazic Jews but also among Iraqi Kurds*1 and Armenians*2.
Plus, Familial Mediterranean Fever is found among Ashkenazic Jews,
Iraqi Jews, North African Jewso Armenianso Druze, Anatolian Turks,
and Arabs*3,

Third, one point not fully clarified by Ha'aretz* and the Jerusalem
Post*S is the following quote directly from the Nebel, Oppenheim, et
al. study, which shows that Ashkenazic Jews do have some
non-Israelite elements (perhaps Khazarian and Slavic) in paternal
Iineages. The researchers wrote:
rrPrevious studies of Y chromosome polymorphisms reported a small
European contribution to the Ashkenazi paternal gene pool
(Santachiara-Benerecetti et al. 1993). In our sample, this low-level gene
flow may be reflected in the Eu 19 chromosomes, which are found at
elevated frequency (12.7%o) in Ashkenazi Jews and which are very
frequent in Eastern Europeans (54oh-60o/o) (Semino et al. 2000).
Alternatively, it is attractive to hypothesize that Ashkenazim with Eu
19 chromosomes represent descendants ofthe Khazarso originally a
Turkic tribe from Central Asia, who settled in southern Russia and
eastern Ukraine and converted en masse to Judaism in the ninth
century ofthe present era, as described by Yehuda Ha Levi in 1140

AD (Dunlop 1954).rr
This finding, along with Nathaniel Pearson's research (whose
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Ukrainian Jewish Y-chromosomal haplotype matched with an
Uzbekistani Uzbeko an Uzbekistani TajiL, and two men from New
Delhi in northern India)o contradicts the assertion of other geneticists
that Ashkenazim are not at all descended from Khazars and other
European converts.

It was incorrect for one ofthese New Right things Voxnr to call the
Armenians Indo-European . Genetically they ain't although to speak
the language that they do they must have been conquered at some
stage by Aryans.

"Testing hypotheses of language replacement in the Caucasus:
evidence from the Y-chromosome
A previous analysis of mtDNA variation in the Caucasus found that
Indo-European-sperking Armenians and Turkic-speaking
Azerbaijanians were more closely related genetically to other Caucasus
populations (who speak Caucasian languages) than to other
Indo-European or Turkic groupso respectively. Armenian and
Azerbaijanian therefore represent language replacements, possibly via
elite dominanee involving primarily male migrants, in which case
genetic relationships of Armenians and Azerbaijanians based on the
Y-chromosome should more closely reflect their linguistic
relationships. We therefore analyzed l1 bi-allelic Y-chromosome
markers in 389 males from eight populations, representing all major
linguistic groups in the Caucasus. As with the mtDNA studyo based on
the Y-chromosome Armenians and Azerbaijanians are more
closely-related genetically to their geographic neighbors in the
Caucasus than to their linguistic neighbors elsewhere. However,
whereas the mtDNA results show that Caucasian groups are more
closely related genetically to European than to Near Eastern groups,
by contrast the Y-chromosome shows a closer genetic relationship with
the Near East than with Europe."

MtDna comes from women . So nonwhite male dna drove out White
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male dna.
It seems possibte that the area was once White but the timing of the
death of the WR in this area is unclear.Perhaps prehistoric?

"Kurds are the Closest Relatives of Jews
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In 2001, a team of Israeli, German, and Indian scientists discovered
that the majority ofJews around the world are closely related to the
Kurdish people - more closely than they are to the Semitic-speaking
Arabs or any other population that was tested. The researchers
sampled a total of526 Y-chromosomes from 6 populations (Kurdish
Jews, Kurdish Muslims, Palestinian Arabs, Sephardic Jews'
Ashkenazic Jews, and Bedouin from southern Israel) and added extra
data on 1321 persons from 12 populations (including Russians'
Belarusians, Poles, Berbers, Portuguese, Spaniards, Arabs, Armenians,
and Anatolian Turks). Most of the 95 Kurdish Muslim test subjects
came from northern Iraq. Ashkenazic Jews have ancestors who lived
in central and eastern Europe, while Sephardic Jews have ancestors
from southwestern Europe, northern Africa, and the Middle East. The
Kurdish Jews and Sephardic Jews were found to be very close to each
other. Both of these Jewish populations differed somewhat from
Ashkenazic Jews, who mixed with European peoples during their
diaspora. The researchers suggested that the approximately 12.7
percent ofAshkenazic Jews who have the Eu 19 chromosomes -- which
are found among between 54 and 60 percent of Eastern European
Christians -- descend paternally from eastern Europeans (such as
Slavs) or Khazars. But the majority ofAshkenazic Jewso who possess
Eu 9 and other chromosomes, descend paternally from Judeans who
lived in Israel two thousand years ago. In the article in the November
2001 issue of The American Journal of Human Genetics, Ariella
Oppenheim ofthe Hebrew University of Israel wrote that this new
study revealed that Jews have a closer genetic relationship to
populations in the northern Mediterranean (Kurds, Anatolian Turkso
and Armenians) than to populations in the southern Mediterranean
(Arabs and Bedouins).
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"Despite this admixture with other groups' the Jewish Judean people
ultimately began their existence in an area within or nearby Kurdistan,
prior to migrating southwest to Israel."

Kemps idea that the Sumerians were White within historical time
seems hard to maintain but is perhaps true.
How did civilisation go off in the middle east?
Do we see Kurgans or other White stuctures?
Has anyone done a dna test on the Sumerians?
They did not speak an indo-european or semitic tongue .

I am going to look into the ethnic origins ofthe Assyrians who claim to
be more indoeuropean than the rest.
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